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ECONOMIC PRIORITIES – FIRST YEAR REVIEW

Since these priorities were set 12 
months ago, global conditions 
have changed. A downturn in 
commodity prices has significantly 
affected our resources sector, 
while our food and wine sector has 
enjoyed continued success. 

As the assumptions underlying our 
targets have changed, so have our 
targets. Some have been revised up 
and others down.

Of the original 68 targets in 2017:

•  five have been increased  
or expanded;

•  five have been decreased;

•  four have been revised; 

•  five have been added; and

•  54 remain unchanged.

To ensure South Australia 
remains a place where people 
and business thrive, the State 
Government developed 10 
economic priorities. In part, 
these priorities were a response 
to the significant challenges 
facing the State’s economy. They 
were developed in consultation 
with business and the broader 
community as a way of focussing 
efforts on likely growth areas and 
emerging industries that could 
help ensure South Australia 
remained competitive both 
locally and internationally.  

To measure progress against each 
of the 10 priorities, a series of 
short and long-term benchmarks 
were identified – with 68 targets 
to be achieved by the end of 2015, 
leading to meeting the ultimate 
goals at the end of 2017.

The structural changes outlined 
in the Economic Plan can be 
successfully implemented only with 
broad community support. The 
State Government will continue 
to work collaboratively with 
businesses, the non-government 
sector and research institutions  
to deliver on the objectives and 
major projects within the Plan.  
The support of these sectors, along 
with the community, is required 
to realise the many economic 
opportunities that exist. By working 
together, we will ensure our State  
is a place where people and 
business thrive.
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ACCELERATING SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S 
ECONOMIC PLAN

ACCELERATING SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S 
ECONOMIC PLAN

ACCELERATING SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S 
ECONOMIC PLAN

THE ASSUMPTIONS

•  the world economy has 
continued to grow at a 
moderate pace, although 
growth has not been as strong 
as originally predicted when 
the plan was launched. While 
improvement in most advanced 
economies continues activity 
in emerging market and 
developing economies has 
slowed further. In October the 
International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) revised downward its 
global growth forecast for 2015 
to 3.1 per cent — down from  
3.5 per cent forecast earlier in 
the year.

Since the establishment of the 
Economic Plan in 2014:

•  the Australian dollar has 
declined by 23 per cent against 
the US Dollar, boosting the 
competitiveness of our  
trade- oriented industries;

•  major commodities have 
experienced significant price 
drops, including a 58 per cent 
fall in oil prices, a 44 per cent fall 
in iron ore prices and a 33 per 
cent drop in copper prices  

(in US terms); and

Barring any shocks, the national 
growth picture remains largely 
positive. The Commonwealth 
Treasury forecasts 2.75 per cent 
GDP growth in 2015-16, 3.25 per 
cent in 2016-17, and 3.5 per cent  
in 2017-18.

While the fall in commodity prices 
has had an impact in the short-
term, there is an expectation that 
prices will recover. Consensus 
Economics forecasts that by the 
end of the decade, relative to 
current prices:

•  brent crude prices will increase 
by 72 per cent;

•  copper prices will increase  
by 42.3 per cent; and

•  iron ore prices will increase  
by 8.2 per cent.
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A sharp fall in commodity 
prices has had an impact on 
South Australia’s mineral and 
petroleum resources sector. In 
the 12 months to June 2015, 
mineral and petroleum resources 
production was valued at $6 
billion, $1.1 billion less than 
in the 12 months to December 
2014.  This has also impacted 
on exploration, with spending 
falling by $161 million in  
2014-15. 

In stark contrast, South Australia’s 
renewable energy sector continues 
to expand, now accounting for  
41 per cent of the State’s total 
power generation. South Australia 
remains ideally positioned to 
transition to a low carbon economy. 

These revised targets reflect both 
the downturn in commodities 
and continued growth in the 
renewables sector. As part of 
this, the Government will seek 
to support the transition to 
renewables through the promotion 
of innovative battery storage 
opportunities.

  achieved      on track     progress made     challenging     not achieved
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UNLOCKING OUR POTENTIAL RESOURCES
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OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
   Increase the value of our mineral and energy resources 

production from $7 billion (2013 baseline) to $8.5 billion 
per annum (by 2017), creating an additional 3,000 jobs.

   Double the number of Aboriginal people working in the 
mineral and energy resources sectors from 250 to 500.

   Maintain private investment in mineral and energy 
resources exploration expenditure above $650 million  
per annum in 2017.

   Increase cumulative investment in South Australian 
offshore petroleum exploration to reach $700m by  
end 2017.

   Increase cumulative investment in exploration and 
appraisal to $430 million within the South Australian 
Cooper-Eromanga basins.

   Create the foundations for a substantial and sustainable 
bioenergy industry.

  Attract 5 to 10 additional mining service  
companies to South Australia.

  Position South Australia to become a leading mining and 
energy services hub for the nation.

   Successfully diversify 10 non mineral and energy suppliers 
into the minerals and energy resources sector.

  Use regulatory and procurement resources to  
promote the deployment and uptake of electricity  
storage solutions.

   Attract 5 to 10 additional mining service companies to 
South Australia.

  Attract 5 sustainable energy service companies to South 
Australia.

  Expand investment in renewable energy to be on track 
to increase the proportion of electricity generated from 
renewable sources from 39% in 2013-14 to 50% in 2025.

  Attract a further 3 resource companies with head offices 
in Adelaide.

  Ensure $150 million of contracts are awarded through 
Industry Capability Network SA (ICNSA) to local suppliers 
for the minerals and energy sector over the next  
three years.

  revised    new     no change
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Exports of differentiated food and 
wine have grown in value by $425 
million or 15.3 per cent in 2014-15, 
and the Government is continuing 
to pursue initiatives to support 
further growth – including the 
development of a Food Park at 
Parafield Airport, and the support 
of 43 projects through the Regional 
Development Fund involving a total 
of more than 653 direct jobs and an 
investment of $329 million.

With world demand for food 
predicted to rise by 70 per cent 
over the next 30 years, plenty of 
new export opportunities are 
expected for South Australia’s 
premium food and wine producers.

The outlook for South Australia’s 
premium food and wine sector 
is strong. Over the past decade, 
the State’s agriculture, forestry 
and fisheries sectors have 
experienced the strongest 
growth of any local industry, 
with the food and wine sector 
accounting for more than 40 
per cent of the State’s total 
merchandise exports. In fact, one 
in five South Australian workers 
is employed through the State’s 
food and wine supply chain.

Nippy’s Fruit Juices

EXPORTS OF 
DIFFERENTIATED
FOOD AND WINE 
HAVE GROWN IN 
VALUE BY $425 
MILLION
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PREMIUM FOOD AND WINE
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By October 2015, 371 food and wine businesses 
have registered to use the State Brand, up 45 
per cent since a dedicated program to increase 
uptake commenced. South Australia has an 
outstanding reputation for protecting our 
environment and industries from pests and 
diseases. We have introduced regulations to 
support our State’s primary production and clean 
landscapes, including well-established natural 
resource management, environmental protection 
frameworks, impeccable food safety and quality 
assurance standards, and a moratorium on the 
commercial cultivation of GM crops.

STATE BRAND

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
   Increase international exports of differentiated  

and processed food and wine from $2.8 billion in 
2013-14 to $3.6 billion in 2016-17.

    Establish a global reputation for premium food  
and wine.

    Create opportunities for food and wine businesses 
to expand or co-locate.

    Establish a global reputation for our food, wine  
and clean technology expertise.

  revised    new     no change
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Our changing demographics 
have meant South Australia is at 
the forefront of the provision of 
services and products to the  
ageing sector, which has attracted 
strong interest in both inbound  
and outgoing trade delegations. 

In addition, there are considerable 
opportunities for investment, 
innovation and job creation in the 
disability sector, through the rollout 
of the National Disability Insurance 
Scheme.  

Growth in South Australia’s 
health and well-being sector 
is being driven by the work 
of Health Industries SA 
(HealthInSA), with its focus on 
investment attraction and job 
creation. HealthInSA has also 
been working to strengthen  
the clinical trials sector and 
leverage the new North Terrace 
Health Precinct. 

2015 OBJECTIVES

2017 OBJECTIVES
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SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA 
IS AT THE 
FOREFRONT OF 
THE PROVISION 
OF SERVICES 
AND PRODUCTS 
TO THE AGEING 
SECTOR
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GLOBAL LEADER IN HEALTH AND AGEING

A life-saving nurse call device designed through 
a collaboration between Flinders University and 
University of South Australia has received a  
Gold Design Award, President’s Award and 
Premier’s Award at the recent Design Institute  
of Australia Awards.

The new nurse call button was specifically 
designed for use by older people who suffer  
from reduced hand dexterity, and are unable  
to use most traditional devices.

The new call button will soon be patented and  
is being manufactured mainly in South Australia.

HEALTH AND AGEING

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES

   Develop the North Terrace Health Precinct as the 
cornerstone of South Australia’s health economy.

  Increase South Australia’s share of total National 
Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) 
funding by 20% from its 2013 baseline 
(currently 6.5%)

  Attract $150m in foreign investment to SA in the  
life science sector.

  Support the continued development of the local 
clinical trials environment, increasing new trial 
notifications from 66 to 80 by 2017.

   Establish a leading tele-health industry 
encompassing tele-health services, remote 
monitoring and mobile monitoring.

   Develop South Australia as the health and 
biomedical cluster for national and international 
companies, and attract at least three significant 
companies to the State.

   Develop an international reputation for our high 
levels of older citizen participation in economic and 
community life.

   Create new products and services for the state and 
the world, establishing expertise in active ageing.

   Secure significant health and biomedical 
conferences in South Australia to promote business-
to-business or business-to-research partnering.

  Create 3500 jobs through the rollout of the  
National Disability Insurance Scheme

  Increase international medical equipment and 
devices exports from $93 million in 2013/14.

  revised    new     no change
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South Australia continues to  
grow its reputation as a leader 
in research and an attractive 
location for international 
students.  In the past 12 months, 
international student numbers 
have grown significantly, to 
29,439 in the year to September, 
a 4.8 per cent increase on the  
previous year.

Collaboration between business 
and our world-class universities is 
growing, with cumulative industry 
funding to our universities and 
publicly-funded research institutes 
increasing by $269 million.

A number of reforms are being 
pursued to address the 2 per cent 
decline in STEM enrolments over 
the past year, and ensure students 
are ready to take on jobs in new 
and emerging industries.

COLLABORATION
BETWEEN 
BUSINESS 
AND OUR 
WORLD-CLASS 
UNIVERSITIES  
IS GROWING

  achieved      on track     progress made     challenging     not achieved
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KNOWLEDGE IS OUR FUTURE
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An agreement with Cisco has seen Adelaide 
named as the company’s first Australian 
‘Lighthouse City’. This gives Adelaide-based 
start-ups and entrepreneurs great opportunities 
to capitalise on the ‘Internet of Things’ initiative 
– in which they can develop new products and 
applications that have a practical use for the cities 
of the future.

SMART CITIES

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
   Ensure our businesses lead the nation in bringing 

new products and services to market that result 
from collaboration with our publicly funded 
research sector.

   Increase cumulative industry funding to our 
publicly-funded research sector from $270 million  
in 2012 to $570 million by 2017.

  Increase the number of international students 
studying in South Australia from 28,300 in 2013 
(baseline) to 35,500 in 2017.

   Increase the number of science, technology, 
engineering and maths (STEM) students 
commencing undergraduate and postgraduate 
studies each year from 11,200 in 2013 (baseline)  
to 13,100 by 2017.

   Establish an accommodation offer guarantee  
to new international students studying at our  
public universities.

  revised    new     no change
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South Australia remains a 
top destination choice for 
both interstate and overseas 
travellers. The industry remains 
a significant part of the State’s 
economy, supporting more than 
30,000 jobs and boasting a total 
value of $5.34 billion.

Tourism expenditure has grown  
by 4.3 per cent in the past year, 
and the South Australian Tourism 
Commission has increased its 
marketing budget in key Australian 
and international destinations  
to drive further growth.

In addition two airlines, Qatar 
Airlines and Cathay Pacific, 
have just announced they will 
be providing additional direct 
inbound flights to Adelaide – 
reflecting further confidence in 
the sector and South Australia  
as a prime destination.

Kangaroo Island

SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA 
REMAINS A TOP 
DESTINATION 
CHOICE

  achieved      on track     progress made     challenging     not achieved
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DESTINATION OF CHOICE
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We are strengthening South Australia’s reputation 
as the cycling state. The 2015 TDU led to a record 
$47.9 million injection into the SA economy.  
The cycling’s world governing body, the UCI,  
has effectively confirmed the ongoing status 
of the TDU as the first WorldTour race on the 
professional calendar.

To further grow our reputation as a premium 
international cycling destination, the State 
Government is also investing $1.5 million to 
develop cycling trails in the Mount Lofty Ranges 
and the surrounding Adelaide Hills.

CYCLING

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
   Increase the value of our tourism sector from  

$5.2 billion to $6.3 billion per annum by June 2017 
(on the way to our 2020 target of $8.0 billion).

  Increase tourism direct employment from 31,000  
to 36,000 by 2017 on the way to our target of  
10,000 additional jobs by 2020.

   Increase tourism expenditure in regional areas from 
$2.3 billion to $2.8 billion.

   Attract two additional major events each year.

   Attract 78,000 conference delegates to the Adelaide 
Convention Centre, generating 312,000 bed nights.

   Establish an international reputation for our 
premium food and wine experiences.

   Establish at least one new branded, 5-star plus 
accommodation in the Adelaide CBD.

   Enhance our thriving live music scene.

   Further enhance South Australia’s position as the 
cycling state.

   Develop a reputation for service excellence and 
unique visitor experiences.

  revised    new     no change
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As we see traditional industries 
such as the automotive sector, 
wind down, innovation is 
essential to develop emerging 
technologies and industries  
that will lead our economy into 
the future.

Our research has identified new 
opportunities in food, health and 
medical, defence projects and 
ICT, with nine innovation clusters 
established to support key sectors.

Disappointingly, business 
expenditure on research and 
development in 2013–2014 fell 
below the baseline of $1.06 billion 
in 2011–12 to $1.0 billion. A 
number of businesses are, however, 
continuing to work with researchers 
to explore and adopt a range of 
new technologies to improve their 
global competitiveness.

Defence projects provide significant 
opportunities for business research 
and innovation, and the sector 
remains a priority for the state. 

Exports of sophisticated 
manufactures have increased by 
$230 million to $4.23 billion in 
2014–15, due to an improvement 
in exports of processed primary 
products, which includes wine and 
processed foods.

Ellex Medical Lasers

  achieved      on track     progress made     challenging     not achieved
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GROWTH THROUGH INNOVATION
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Tonsley supports both innovation and 
collaboration by bringing together industry, 
the education sector and the community in one 
precinct. This facility is a great example of the 
future of manufacturing in South Australia –  
high-tech companies that are globally competitive  
and working closely with researchers and  
training organisations.  

Already, Tonsley has attracted a range of 
businesses, including Innovyz (a startup 
accelerator), Basetec Services, Signostics  
Limited, Zen Industries, Micro-X, MAN Diesel  
and Turbo Australia.

TONSLEY

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
  Create $400 million of new sophisticated 

manufacturing export products in response  
to the cessation of automotive manufacturing.

  Increase the level of business expenditure on 
research and development from $1.06bn in  
2011-12 to at least $1.5bn in 2017.

  Establish Tonsley as a nationally recognised and 
globally connected innovation and advanced 
manufacturing hub.

  Ensure that all major public and private projects 
support innovation and local businesses through 
their procurement decisions.

  Uphold SA’s status as the Defence State by 
increasing local industry participation in major 
defence projects, including military vehicles, aircraft 
and submarine build and sustainment.

  Entrench Techport Australia as the national centre 
of complex warship and submarine build and 
sustainment.

  revised    new     no change
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To attract new business and 
investment, South Australia 
must remain competitive both 
nationally and internationally.  
By reforming the tax system  
and ReturnToWork SA, we’ve 
made it cheaper and easier to  
do business in South Australia.  
In addition, approval for major 
projects is being accelerated 
through the work of the State 
Coordinator General.

The Government is continuing 
to pursue planning reforms and 
opportunities to cut red tape and 
simplify regulations to ensure 
South Australia is an attractive 
place to invest.

There is ongoing work to ensure 
the public sector has a strong 
customer service focus, and works 
with business and the community 
to grow the State. 

O’Donnell Griffin

THERE IS 
ONGOING 
WORK TO 
ENSURE 
THE PUBLIC 
SECTOR HAS 
A STRONG 
CUSTOMER 
SERVICE 
FOCUS
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BEST PLACE TO DO BUSINESS

Tax reforms announced in the 2015-16 State 
Budget are the most comprehensive in the State’s 
history – and will result in almost $670 million 
in tax reductions over the next four years to 
businesses and the community.

Over the next decade, these tax changes will 
return almost $2.5 billion - reducing the impact  
of inefficient taxes on our economy and sending  
a clear message that South Australia is open  
for business. 

TAX REFORM

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
   Create the most cost-competitive business 

environment in the nation.

   Establish the most efficient and certain system  
of development control in the nation.

   Establish the most responsive and efficient public 
sector in the nation.

   Ensure the long term sustainability of our state tax 
system, while minimising disincentives to economic 
activity and promoting fairness.

   Create a system of regulation which promotes 
innovation and removes unnecessary burdens on 
business and the community, while safeguarding 
consumers and the environment.

  revised    new     no change
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Adelaide enjoys a strong 
reputation as one of the world’s 
most liveable cities. We have an 
exciting events calendar, our 
festivals are known the world 
over and we are the perfect 
scale to test new products and 
businesses. 

Adelaide contributes $18.25 billion 
to the State’s economy with a 
working population of 122,000 and 
5000 businesses. Since start of the 
Vibrant City agenda in 2012, the 
economic output of the CBD has 
increased from 17.6 per cent of 
GSP ($16.2 billion) to 19.1 per cent 
($18.25 billion) equating to growth 
of 1.5 per cent or $2.9 billion.

The small bar licence has driven a 
boom in new businesses opening 
and activating previously unused 
laneways in the city.

Planning reforms introduced in 
2012 have generated development 
proposals worth approximately 
$3.95 billion, with $2.49 billion of 
this since August 2014. Further
planning reforms are expected
to generate more investment
in development, while new
opportunities are opening up
through the redevelopment of
the old RAH site and North Terrace
Health Precinct.

Adelaide Fringe Festival

ADELAIDE 
ENJOYS A 
STRONG 
REPUTATION 
AS ONE OF THE 
WORLD’S MOST 
LIVEABLE CITIES

  achieved      on track     progress made     challenging     not achieved
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ADELAIDE, THE HEART OF THE VIBRANT STATE

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
   Establish Adelaide as the gateway to business and 

start-up opportunities including creative industries, 
by assisting another 60 new small to medium 
businesses starting up in the city.

  Provide further opportunities for investment 
through more streamlined regulatory processes for 
property development and business which will see 
potential development rise to the value of $5 billion. 

  Activate more small streets and laneways across the 
CBD to provide opportunities for small businesses 
and entrepreneurs.

  Ensure Adelaide’s Park Lands are a place everyone 
can enjoy.

  Get every building on North Terrace open  
for business.

  Increase the number of people living in the city 
from 22,000 to 30,000 (on the way to our 2024 
target of 50,000).

  Establish the Greater Riverbank Precinct as an iconic 
Adelaide destination.

  Broaden the availability of cultural, economic and 
sporting activities in the city at all times of the week, 
throughout the whole year, for people of all ages.

  Provide opportunities for an additional 1000  
people to live in new developments adjacent to  
the parklands.

The City of Adelaide is changing. Since the 
introduction of planning reforms in 2012 and 
the expansion of the Stamp Duty Concession 
area, $2.49 billion has been invested in inner 
metropolitan development. There is currently 
$3.97 billion of total development investment 
in the pipeline. The Planning, Development and 
Infrastructure Bill currently before Parliament  
will provide further opportunities for 
development investment.

Since the introduction of the Small Bars License in 
April 2013, 51 small bars are currently operational, 
supporting over 300 direct jobs and contributing 
to a more vibrant city. 

VIBRANT ADELAIDE

  revised    new     no change
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Source: Renewal SA, November 2015

 
 

 

$478 million

72 projects have been granted 
DAC consent 
· 12 constructed
· 17 under construction

26 projects are currently 
under DPTI case management

Gap to 2017 target

9 projects are currently under 
DAC assessment 

15 projects have approached 
DPTI for potential case 
management 

2017 target
$5 billion

$791 million$2.34 billion $933 million

$458 million

PIPELINE FOR ADELAIDE CITY AND INNER METRO DEVELOPMENTS
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Through a series of trade 
missions, South Australia has 
worked hard to strengthen ties 
with a number of key Asian 
markets, including China, India 
and South East Asia.

Record numbers of delegates 
have taken part in both outbound 
and inbound trade missions, 
opening the door to new export 
opportunities for South Australian 
businesses.

While lower commodity prices have 
seen exports fall by $600 million, 
the trade missions help deliver 
opportunities to open up new 
markets and increase exports to  
a number of regions. 

In addition, the new Investment 
Attraction Agency will provide a 
strategic and coordinated approach 
to enticing new businesses to 
the state and increasing Foreign 
Direct Investment. It will focus 
on key growth areas for the 
economy, including food and wine, 
agriculture and resources  
and energy. 

Schnelder Electric

RECORD 
NUMBERS OF 
DELEGATES 
HAVE TAKEN 
PART IN BOTH 
OUTBOUND 
AND INBOUND 
TRADE 
MISSIONS

  achieved      on track     progress made     challenging     not achieved

2015 OBJECTIVES

2017 OBJECTIVES

5 1

2 3
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CONNECTING WITH THE WORLD

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
  Increase goods and services exports from $13.8b 

(2013) to $18b (2017) to create new jobs and 
economic growth.

   Increase the number of South Australian businesses 
exporting by at least 50 per annum.

   Create at least 6000 new jobs in SA through 
inbound Foreign Direct Investment.

   Increase the number of state government skilled 
migrant nominations from 2226 in 2013–14 to at 
least 2400 per annum in 2016–17.

   Increase the number of business migrant 
nominations from 130 in 2013–14 to at least 250  
per annum in 2016–17.

The first comprehensive survey of South 
Australia’s exporters has provided a wealth 
of new information that will improve export 
programs. So far we have learnt that:

•  China remains the most popular export 
destination and where most respondents 
expect to expand in the next two years;

•  There is a strong appetite for exporting 
among South Australian firms. 85 per cent 
of respondents are currently exporting, and 
two-thirds of those not currently exporting 
report an intention to export to new 
markets in the next two years; and 

•  There is a significant cohort of medium-
sized and more experienced firms who excel 
in growth sectors including the production 
of food, wine, advanced manufacturing  
and services, and are keen to increase 
exporting activity.

EXPORTER SURVEY
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While there has been a slight 
drop in the number of small 
and medium businesses in 
South Australia (a 0.65 per cent 
reduction to 50,135 between 
June 2013 to June 2014) more 
local businesses are exporting, 
with an increase from 777 to  
799 over the same period. 

The Government’s Unlocking 
Capital for Jobs program is making 
it easier for businesses to secure 
commercially viable loans, and 
the Micro Finance Fund has so far 
supported ten firms to develop 
their innovative new business ideas.

The growth of South Australia’s 
small businesses will be further 
supported by the extension of 
payroll tax concessions – an 
important part of sweeping reforms 
to South Australia’s tax regime 
– cuts to red tape in planning, 
ReturnToWork SA and licensing, 
and more support for start-ups.

Smulders Contracting

MORE LOCAL 
BUSINESSES ARE 
EXPORTING

  achieved      on track     progress made     challenging     not achieved

2015 OBJECTIVES

2017 OBJECTIVES

3

4

1
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OPENING DOORS FOR SMALL BUSINESS

TradeStart draws on the combined resources  
of Austrade and the TradeStart Partner to assist small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to increase 
exports and reach new markets. 

2014/15, TradeStart Export Advisers assisted  
39 SMEs to achieve over $18.5 million worth of 
export sales, and 5 new distribution agreements. 
Over 90 new companies were signed up to the 
TradeStart program during this period, of which  
53 are first-time exporters. During the year TradeStart 
advisers actively worked with 260 companies on a  
one-to-one basis, and have an active client list  
of over 550 companies.

TRADESTART

OUR 2017 OBJECTIVES
   Establish a new private sector financial market 

capacity to fund emerging South Australian 
businesses.

   Increase the number of small and medium size 
businesses by 5 per cent each.

   Ensure that our small business leaders have the 
capability to attract external capital.

   Increase the number of South Australian small 
businesses exporting by 10 per cent.

  revised    new     no change
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The Sundrop Farms 20 hectare operation in Port Augusta is the first of its kind globally.  
Through its proprietary technology the business has developed an innovative model that 
decouples food production from finite resources by relying on nature’s abundance of  
sunlight and seawater to produce high-value crops in a controlled greenhouse environment.
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EXISTING 2017 OBJECTIVE REVISIONS

Unlocking our resources

Increase the value of our mineral and energy resources production 

from $7 billion (2013 baseline) to $10 billion per annum (by 2017), 

creating an additional 5,000 jobs. 

Increase the value of our mineral and energy resources production from $7 billion 

(2013 baseline) to $8.5 billion per annum (by end of 2017), creating an additional 

3,000 jobs.

Increase private investment in mineral and energy resources 

exploration expenditure from $648 million in 2013/14 to $1 billion per 

annum in 2017.

Maintain private investment in mineral and energy resources exploration 

expenditure above $650 million per annum in 2017.

Increase cumulative investment in South Australian offshore 

petroleum exploration to reach $1 billion.

Increase cumulative investment in South Australian offshore petroleum exploration 

to reach $700m by end 2017.

Create a substantial and sustainable bioenergy industry. Create the foundations for a substantial and sustainable bioenergy industry. 

Attract a further 10 service companies with a significant presence in 

South Australia.
Attract 5 to 10 additional mining service companies to South Australia.

Establish South Australia as a mining services hub for the nation.
Position South Australia to become a leading mining and energy services hub for 

the nation.

Successfully diversify 20 non mineral and energy suppliers into the 

minerals and energy resources sector.

Successfully diversify 10 non mineral and energy suppliers into the minerals and 

energy resources sector.

New objective
Use regulatory and procurement resources to promote the deployment and uptake 

of electricity storage solutions.

New objective Attract 5 sustainable energy service companies to South Australia.

Premium food and wine

Increase international exports of differentiated and processed food 

and wine from $2.8 billion in 2013–14 to $3.2 billion in 2016–17.

Increase international exports of differentiated and processed food and wine from 

$2.8 billion in 2013-14 to $3.6 billion in 2016–17.

Leader in health and ageing

Increase South Australia’s share of total National Health and Medical 

Research Council (NHMRC) funding by 20% from 7.5% in 2013 to 9%  

in 2017.

Increase South Australia’s share of total National Health and Medical Research 

Council (NHMRC) funding by 20% from its 2013 baseline (currently 6.5%).

Increase South Australia’s share of foreign investment in healthcare 

and biomedical projects from 3% to 5%.
Attract $150m in foreign investment to SA in the life science sector.

Increase South Australia’s share of the $1 billion national market for 

clinical trials from $70 million in 2013 to $90 million in 2017.

Support the continued development of the local clinical trials environment, 

increasing new trial notifications from 66 to 80 by 2017.

New objective Create 3500 jobs through the rollout of the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

New objective
Increase international medical equipment and devices exports from $93 million in 

2013/14.

Knowledge is our future

Increase the number of international students studying in South 

Australia from 28,300 in 2013 (baseline) to 34,400 in 2017.

Increase the number of international students studying in South Australia from 

28,300 in 2013 (baseline) to 35,500 in 2017.

Destination of choice

Increase tourism direct employment from 31,000 to 35,000 on the 

way to our target of 10,000 additional jobs by 2020.

Increase tourism direct employment from 31,000 to 36,000 on the way to our target 

of 10,000 additional jobs by 2020.

Vibrant city

Establish Adelaide as the gateway to business and start-up 

opportunities including creative industries, by assisting another 30 

new small to medium businesses starting up in the city.

Establish Adelaide as the gateway to business and start-up opportunities including 

creative industries, by assisting another 60 new small to medium businesses starting 

up in the city.

 New objective
Provide opportunities for an additional 1000 people to live in new developments 

adjacent to the parklands.
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ECONOMIC CONTEXT

THE ENABLERS

$2.49  B

MOST LIVEABLE CITY  
IN THE WORLD5TH

AUS $

90

9

32

COMPANIES 
SIGNED UP TO 
TRADESTART

INTEREST RATES DOWN TO 2% FROM 2.5%

HAS FALLEN FROM 
0.93 US TO 0.72

BUSINESSES EXPORT 
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

MUSIC

MINING & 
RESOURCES  
ICT

DEFENCE 
AEROSPACE

HEALTH & 
MEDICAL 
DEVICES

FORESTRY

INDUSTRY CLUSTERS

SINCE AUGUST 2014:

GLOBAL SLOWDOWN

LOW CARBON ECONOMY

FOOD MANUFACTURING

HEALTH CARE AND AGEING

SMALL BUSINESSES

OPPORTUNITIES:

51

$670  M
$2.5 B

$49M
SMALL BARS OPEN

PROVIDING

ECONOMIC  
VALUE 

VALUE OF 
DEVELOPMENT

IN TAX REDUCTIONS  
OVER 4 YEARS

TAX REDUCTIONS OVER  
THE NEXT 10 YEARS

WASTEWATER

AQUIFERS

PREMIUM FOOD  
& WINE

DEFENCE  
SPECIALIST 

VEHICLES

$17.6M
85

UNLOCKING 
CAPITAL  
FOR JOBS

SMEs ENTERED 
NEW MARKETS
SINCE JUNE 2014

END OF THE MINING INVESTMENT BOOM

EXPORTS
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ECONOMIC CONTEXT

MOST LIVEABLE CITY  
IN THE WORLD

IN TAX REDUCTIONS  
OVER 4 YEARS
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BUILDING $230M
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HEALTH AND 
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SERVICES 
(AHMS)   
$231M

NEW  
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NEW RAH  
$2.1B
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$200M
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